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For Fast & Easy Personal Loans, Business loans, Home Loans, Loan against Property, Auto Loan apply on
Eazeeloans.com.
Have you ever felt the need for a quick and hassle free way of getting a Personal Loans, Business loans,
Home Loans, Loan against Property, Auto Loan, Unsecured loan, and Secured loan. Surely you would
have faced the situation sometimes or the other in your fast paced and stress full career.
Perhaps you would like to share your experience of going about the task of getting a quick fix solution to
your problem.
Most people have gone through a harrowing experience of applying, providing documents, verification
process and more only to find out that there is a vast gap in promises made during initial pitches by
various providers and the actual sanction if at all.
There are a myriad of reasons for the same .Not understanding the profile of the customers and the
nuances of the products offered by various banks and lending institutions being the foremost.
Is there a simple solution?
Yes, apply on Eazeeloans.com.
Eazeeloans.com is a loan advisory portal launched by Apex Finance & Marketing in Mumbai in 2006 that
offers the best loan deals for Personal Loans, Home Loans, Property Loans, Auto Loans, Business loans,
Mortgages, Secured loans, Unsecured Loans. It is managed by trained professionals and is associated
with various leading banks to provide fast and easy hassle free loans.
Eazeeloans.com has already gained acceptance and popularity amongst applicants for the above
products in a very short time span through word of mouth publicity and peer reviews. The vision of
Eazeeloans is to provide the best offer in relation to services such as documentation, rate of interest and
loan quantum in a personalised manner tailor made for each customer all available under one roof.
Eazeeloans.com aims to be the ultimate destination for every kind of Consumer finance solution. With
support of Finance Partners and efficient service Eazeeloans.com provides speedy loans. A team of
dedicated and trained staff takes care of all the documentation and other formalities.
Eazeeloans.com provides one window and tailor-made solutions for your unique loan requirements &
needs. Many new features and applications will soon be added to give visitors a more complete and
fulfilling experience.
Registration is now open at Eazeeloans.com for Bank’s/DSA’s for genuine sales leads of Personal Loans,
Home Loans, Property Loans, Auto Loans, Business loans, Unsecured loans, Unsecured Finance from
Preferred location.

You can give your business the impetus you were looking for….
Get the Eazeeloans advantage.
Register with Eazeeloans.com the Premier Loan Advisory Portal on a cost per lead basis, and..
*Get authenticated leads of interested customers from preferred location.
*Provide services to the customer from the bank you are affiliated with.
*Retain the customer for life by investing only once
Eazeeloans.com has touched its 1st milestone of 1000 customers applying for loan on its portal in only
the 2nd month of its launch pan India.
“The achievement is especially relevant in the current global economic meltdown scenario where most
businesses have been affected and layoffs have become the trend. The accomplishment gives credence
to the already accepted fact that given the power of choice, simplicity and convenience the consumers
would opt for the very best” says Subhrajeet Talukdar the founder. ”We are already targeting our next
milestone of 10,000 loan applications” Unquote.

